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A method of estimating the rate of convergence of approximations to quadratic optimal control 
problems with control subject to amplitude constraints is presented. 

In the method the form of the optimal control is exploited. 

The obtained general results are applied to get the estimation of the rate of convergence of 
Galerkin type approximations to a boundary control problems for a linear parabolic system, with 
the cost functional depending on terminal state. 

1. Introduction 

Optimal control problems of distributed systems as a rule can not be solved 
in "ari analytical way and necessitate numerical approach. 

- ' This in turn requires approximation of initial problem by some finite-dimensional 
problems of optimization depending on a parameter of discretization. 

The approximations should be defined in such a way that the solutions _ _of dis
cretize problems converge to .the solution of the initial one, when the parameter 
of discretizatiOn tends to zero. 

In so:llle cases of convex optimal control problems it is possible to estimate the 
rate of this convergence. 

This estimation becomes more difficult if control or state of the system is subject 
to inequality constraints. 

The most typical example of such constraints are amplitude constraints of the 
control function. / 

In this case to obtain estimations of the rate of convergence of approximations 
two 4ifferent approaches have been appli~d. 

One is to use necessary conditions of optimality in variatiOnal inequalities form 
[3]. This approach in general does not allow to obtain optimal estimations. 
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In the alternative approach the Lagrange formalism· is used (cf. [4, 7, 8]). This 
_.. . I 

in turn requires investigation of regularity and convergence of Lagrange multipliers 
corresponding to control constraints. It is rather complicated procedure. 

In this paper another approach is proposed in which the form of optimal control 
is exploited directly to obtain appropriate estimations. -This approach was first 
applied by W. Hackbusch to investigate convergence of multi-grid method [.S.]. 

The general result obtained in Section 1 shows that to estimate the rate of con
vergence of approximations it is enough to estimate the distance between the optimai 
solution to the initial problem and its projection on appropriate subspaces as well 
as the convergence of approximations to the state and adjoint equatiOns. 

In these estimations regularity of optimal solutions to the initial problem plays 
a crucial role. 

All investigations are performed for linear-quadratic problem, but can be easily 
generalized to the case of strongly convex cost functional. 

The obtained. results are applied in Section 2 and 3 to estimate the rate of con
vergence of discrete-type Galerkin approximations to boundary control problem of 
a parabolic system with the cost functional depending on terminal state. 

1. Optimal control problem and its approximation 

Let U and Z be two Hilbert spaces with inner products and norms denoted by 
( · , · ), (( · , • )) and I • I, 11· II respectively. 

It will be assumed that U =V (S) where S is a bounded domain in Rn 
/ On Z x U there is defined the quadratic functional 

where w E Z is a given element. 
Let 

\ 

be a continuous affine mapping. 

z: U--'->Z 

The derivative of z (the linear part of the mappmg) will be denoted by q. 
Define 

J (u) =1(z (u), u). 

We ha'\ie 
DJ (u)=q* (z (u)-w)+A.u 

(v, D 2 J (u) v)=(v, (q* q+AI)v)~A.Ivl 2 Vu, v E U 

We introduce a closed, convex subset Vc U: 

V={ueU~L2 (S)jlu(c;)l~l fora.a. c;es} 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 
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The following abstract problem of- optlmtzation (P) corresponds to qua<;lratic 
optimal control problems subject to amplitude constramts of the control function: 

' (P) 
find u0 E V such that 

J (u0)=inf J (u) (1.5)'Y 
uev ' 

It is well known (cf.e.g. [9]) that Problem (P) has a unique solution u0 , which 
can be characterized by the following condition 

(DJ (u0
), u-u0)=(q* (z (u0 )-w)+A.u0

, u-u0)~0 VuE V (1.6) 

It 1s easy to see that conditiOn (1.6) is equivalent to the following one 

U0 -sg( -DJ(u0 )+u0 )=0 (1.7) 

where 

is defined as follows 

sg: U--rU 

1
1 if 

sgf@= f(~) if 
-1 if 

1</(~ 
-J::::;f@::::;1 

f(~)< -1 

Note that in case where control constraints are not active, or where in (1.5) Vis 
substituted by U, (1.7) reduces to -

DJ(u0)=0 (1.7a) 

We consider finite-dimensional approximations to Problem (P). 
Let h be a parameter of discretization destinated to tend to zero, and let U h c U 

and ZhcZ be finite-dimensional subspaces of U and Z respectively depending on h 
;.-and 

U Uh=U, U Zh=Z. 
h>O h>O 

Denote by 

and 

R~: Z--rZh 

operators of orthogonal projections on appropriate finite dimensional subspaces _ 
in Uand Z. 

Let 
zh: Uh--rZh 

be continuous affine mappings approximating z. 
It is assumed that the usual stability and consistency conditions are satisfied [1]. 
We shall denote by qh the derivative (linear part) of z1,. 

Define 

(1.8) 
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/ 

Similarly to (1.2), (1.3) we have 

DJh (uJ=R~ qz (z1, (uh)-wh)+.A.uh (1.9a) 

(vh, D2 Jh (uh) vh)=(vh, (q: qh+.A.I) vh)?o.A.lvhl Vuh, vh E uh (1.9b) 

Denote 

(1.10) 

Problem (P) is approximated by the family of the following finite-dimensional 
probleTs Qf optimizatiun (Ph): 

(Ph) 

. (l.ll)T 

Like in (P) Problems (P1,) have unique solutions. By (1.9) and (1.10) these so
lutions are uniformly bounded 

(1.12) 

It will be assumed that 
(1.13) 

Note that condition (1.13) impose some restrictions-on the form of subspaces Uh. 
This condttion holds if Uh are spaces of piece-wise constant functions. 

If (1.13) is satisfied then u~ 9an be characterized by the equation analogous to 
(1.7): . 

(1.14) 

Equations (1.7) and (1.14) will be_ used to estimate the difference between u0 and u~. 

Denote 

K: U--)-U, K(u) 6 u-sg ( --DJ(u)+u) 

and 

Subtracting (L7l from (1.14) and using the above notation we get 

Kh (u~) = K (u0
) 

Adding to both sides of this equation- Kh (vh), where 

we obtain 

(1.15a) 

(1.15b) 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

This equation will be used to estimate lu0 ·-u~l. First we shall investigate the-left 
hand side of (1.17). To this end let us introduce the function of real parameter 
s defined by 

{1.18) 
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It is obvious that kh is a Lipschitz continuous function, therefore it is differentiable: 
almost everywh:;e and the following equality takes place [12]: 

' 
1 dkh (s) 

Kh(u~)-Kh(vh)=kh(l)-kh(O)=j d ds 
0 s 

Let s E· [0, 1] be any point at which kh is differentiable and denote 

v~ =vh+s (u~ -v1,). 

Define a linear operator 

putting 

Lh (u~, v1., s) uh (~)={~2~ (v:,) uh@ 

for almost all ~ e E. 
Note that in case where 

if I .:..nJh (v~) (~)+v~ (~)I ;:::1 
if 1-DJh (v:,) (~)+v~ (~)I< 1 

meas g E EII-DJh (v~ @+v~ @I~ 1}=0 

Lh is the Gateaux derivative of Kh at v~. 
It follows from the definition (1.15) (<f. Appendix) that 

dkh (s) _ ( 0 , ( 0 \ ' 
ds - L,, uh, vh, S) uh -vhl. 

From (1.19) and (1.21) we get 
I 

1 

K,, (uZ)-Kh (vh)= J L 11 (uZ, vh, s) ds(u~-vh). 
o . • 

Let us define the linear operator 

1 

{1.19}, 

(1.20) 

(1.21): 

(1.22). 

ffh(uZ,vh): Uh--?U11, :Yfh(u~,vh) 6 J L~t(u~,v,.,s)ds . (1.23) 
' 0 

By (1.9b ), (1.20) and (1.23) we have 

(uh, ffh (u~, vh) uh);::,yjuhl 2 Vuh E uh . 

where 
y=min {1, A.} 

Substituting (1.22) and (1.23) to (1.19) we get 

ffh (u~, vh) (u~ -vh)=K (u0
) -Kh (vh) 

(1.24) 

(1.24a) 

Let us ·take inner products of both sides of this equation by (u~ ,..-vh). Using (1.15), 
(1.24) as,well a:s the norm inequality and the fact that_ 

.. 
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we obtain 

1 
+sg (-DJ(v11)-v11)\]~- [\DJ(u0

) -DJ11 (v11)\ +2\u0 -v11 \] (1.2S) 
< y 

Taking advantage of (1.2) and (1.9) after simple rearrangements we get 

\DJ (u0
) -DJ11 (v1,)\ = [q* (z (u0

) -w) +..A.u0
]- [R~ q: (z11 (vh)-w1,)+..A.vh1\ ~ 

~ \q* (z (u0
) -w)-Rf qz (zh (vh)-wh)l +..A. \u0 -v~~l ~ \q* (z (u0 )-w) + 

-R~ q* (z (u0 )-w)\ + \Rf [q* (z (u0)-w)-qZ (z11 (v11)-w,)]\ +..A.\u0 -v11 !;::;; 

:(\q* (z (u0 )-w) -Rf q* (z (u0
)- w)\ + !(q* -qz RD (z (u0 )-w)\ + 

+ \qZ R~ (z (u0 )-w)-qZ (z11 (v1,)-w11)\ +A\U0 -v11 \ (1.26) 

Using the fact that \lq:\1 is bounded uniformly with respect to h we get 

fqZ R~ (z (u0
) -w( -qz) z11 (v11)-w11)\ = \q: R~ [z (u~) -z11 (v11)]\::::; 

;::;;1\qZIIIIz (u0)-z11 (v,)l!;::;;c\lz (u0)-z11 (v11)\l *) (1.27) 

Taking into account that 

\u~ -u0
\::::; \u~ -v11 \ + \u0 -v1,l 

we finally obtain from (1.25) through (1.27) the following 

THEOREM 1.1 
If condition (1.13) is satisfied then the difference between the solution u0 of Pro· 

blem (P) and the solution u~ of Problem (P11) can be estimated as follows 

. Ju0 -u~J::::;c[\u0 -v11 \ + !q* (z (u0 )-w)-Rf q* (z lu0)-w)l + 

+ \(q*-qZ RD (z (u0 )-w)\ +liz (u0 )-z11 (v11)111 (1.28)T 

Note that all terms on the right· hand side of (1.28) contain only optimal solution 
.u 0 of (P) and its projection v11 on U11• 

By propertie~. of the space U11 the first 2 terms tend to zero together with h. If 
approximation z11 of z is convergent also the other 2 terms converge to zero. 

It follows from (1.28) that in estimating of rate of convergence of \u~ ~u0 \ an 
.a prion information on regularity of optimal solution to (P) plays crucial role. Such 
an information is used in estimation of the distance between given elements and . 
their projections as well as in estimation of the rate of convergence of approximations 
z11 to z (respectively qz to q*). 

It will be illustrated by an exampie in next sections. 

*) Letter c denotes a . generic contstant not necessarily the same in different places 
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2. Boundary control of parabolic system. Regl!larity results 

Let 0 be a bounded domain (open set) in Rn with properly regular boundary r. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that r is of class coo. Moreover we assume 
that locally 0 is situated on one side of r. 

The following functional space defined on 0 (resp. F) will be used in the sequel. 
For their precize definitions and propetties see [10]. 
no (O)=L2 (.0)-space of measurable functions, square integrable on 0. 
ns {.Q)-Sobolev space of fractional order s defined on Q. 
Let T be a fixed time. Denote 

Q=.O X [0, T], L'=FX [0, Tl. 

On Q (resp . .E) we define the spaces 

nr (0, T; n• (0)) 

which are Sobolev spaces of order r with respect to t with the range in ns (0). 
Denote 

nr,s (Q)=n° (0, T; nr (Q)) n ns (0, T; no (.0)). 

For a sufficiently regular function y defined on Q by 

Yla and Yl,; 

we denote its traces on .Q and .E respectively. 

In the sequel we shall need the following known results ([10]vol. 2, p. 10) con
cerning regularity of traces: 

LEMMA 2.1 
Let y E nzq, q (Q) 

then 

and the mappings 

Yin E nzq-t (.Q) for 

Yl,; E nz (q-t). q-t (.E) for 

1 
q>-

2 

1 
q>-

4 

y--;..yln and y--;..yb: 

are continuous in respecti-ve iopologies. '\" 
By !l' (X; Y) we shall denote the space of linear, continuous oper~tors from X into Y. 

Consider the system described in the cylinder Q by the following parabolic 
equation (state equation): 

oy(x, t) 
ot Ay (x, t) =0 (2.1) 
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where 

- " a ( ay (x)) 
Ay (x) "" }; ax au (x) --a;- -a0 (x) y (x), 

i,j=1 j l 

(2.la} 

the functions ail ( • )=a11 ( ·) are properly regular (for the sake of simplicity of 
class C 00

) and there e:xists such a constant p0 > 0 that 

n n 

2: all (x) c;l c;J-;:;:.Po 2: c;i Vx ~ Q' vc;h c;J E R1 (2.lb} 
l,J=l 1=1 

For (2.1) the Neumann type boundary conditions are satisfied: 

oy (a, t) "" ~ oy (a, t) 
a _L.J au (a) oa cos (1], a,)=g (a, t) 

1JA i,i=1 J 

in I (2.2} 

where 1J is the unit outward normal to rand g is a properly regular function defined 
on I. 

Moreover the initial condition 

y (x, O)=yP (x) in Q 

is satisfied where yP is a properly regular function defined on Q. 
In the sequel it v.ill be assumed that 

• yP E fi3/2 (Q). 

(2.3) 

(2.3a) 

The solution of (2.1)-(2.3) will be understood in the weak sense (cf. [lOJ) i.e. 
as the properly regular function for whxch the follwoing identity holds 

(
dy (t) 0

) 

--;[l•({J +a(y(t),([J)=(g(t),({J) V([JEH1 (Q) fora.a. te[O,T] (2.4} . 

along with (2.3). 
Where 

[ 

n oy (x) a({J (x) ] 
a(y, ({J)"" J .J; ali (x)--a;- -~+a0 (x)y(x) ({J (x) dx 

!2 I,J=l I J 

(2.5) 

(·,·)-denotes inner product in L2 (.Q) and ( ·, ·)- inner product in L 2 (F) ex
tended by continuity to H- 112 (F) x H 112 (F). 

We shall need the following lemma concerning existence and regularity of boun
dary value problem (2.1)-(2.3), which is a particular case of results presented in 
[H)] (vol. 2, pp. 69 and 84) · 

.LEMMA 2.2 

Let 

If 

S E [ -1/4, 1/4). 
g E Hz (sHJ, s+t (I) 

yP E fi2s+ 1 (Q) 
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then there exists a unique solution 

y E H2(s+l),s+l (Q) 

.of (2.1)-(2.3) which continuously depends on g, yP. 

- Remark 2.3 
Results similar to those in Lemma 2.1 are also true for s ¢ [ -1/4, 1/4), but the 

·case s< -1/4 is not interesting for our applications while for s> 1/4 additional 
·compatibility conditions must be satisfied, which usually are not met in boundary 

. / 

·controJ problems. · . y 
We shall assume that the sp~ce of control 

(2.6) 

and we put 

g (t)=Cu (t) (2.6a) 

where 

C E !l' (H" (£), H" (£)) O~r~ 1. (2.6b) 

The set V of admissible control is defined as m (1.4): 

V={uEH0• 0(£)!1u(o-,t)!~1 for' a.a. (o-,t)E£}. (2.7) 

As the space Z of output we take 

Z=H0 (.Q) 

and we put z (u)=y (T; u), where y ( ·, u) denotes the solution _of (2.1)-(2.3) along 
with (2.6a) 

Hence the functionals J (z, u) and J (u) take on the form 

1-
J (z, u) = 2 [liz- wllfro <m + .lc!lullifo,•c-t>1 (2.8) 

1 
J tu)=f (z (u), u) =z- [lly (T; u)~wllfrocm +.lc!lullfro,ocE>J (2.9) 

It will be assumed that 

w <=H3
'
2 (0). 

Now we can formulate Problem (P1) of optimal control 
{Pl) 

find_ uO E V such that 

uev 

/ 

(2.9a) 

Problem (P1) is a special case of Problem (P) hence it has a unique solution 
which can be characterized by (1.6) or (1.7). 

Using results of Section · 1 we . shall _investigate convergence of some finite di
mensional approximations to (P1). 
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To this and we shall need informations on regularity of the solution to (P1). 

This informations 'will be obtained by analyzing (1.7). 
'!he gradient of the functional (2.9) takes on the form 

DJ(u)=q* (y (T; u)-w)+A-u=C* p (u)lx+A-u 

whe~ p (u) is the solution of the following adjoint equation ([9] p. 139). 

aptu) 
----a/+ Ap (u)=O 

From (1.7), and (2.10) we get 

.ap (u) 
--=0 

a11A 

p (t; u)=y (T; u)-w 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.11a) 

(2.llb) 

u0 =max{ -1, min {1, - : C* p (u0)lx}} - ~ (2.12) 

Since u0 E H 0
•0 (.E) substituting s = -1/4 and taking into ·account (2.3a) by Lemma 

2.2 we get 
y (uo) E H3f2, 3/4 (Q). 

Hence by Lemma 2.1 

y (T; uo) E Hl/2 (Q) 

By (2.8a), (2.11), (2.14) and Lemma 2.2 we have 

p (uo) E H3f2, 3/4 (Q) 

and by Lemma 2.1 

p (uo)lx E Hl, 1/2 (.E) 

Condition (2.6b) together with (2.16) yield 

C* p (uo)lx E Hl· 1/2 (.E). 

On the other hand it is known [11] that: 

if J E nr.s (Q) 

then 

q; ~:; max {1,/} E Hp,q (Q) 

where p=min {1, r}, q=min {1, s}. 
Therefore (2.12) together with (2.17) imply 

uo E Hl· 1/2 (.E) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

.Taking advantage of (2.19) and reiterating the whole process with s=l/4-·e we 
obtain the following: 
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THEOREM 2.4 
Let yP, wE H 312 (Q), and condition (2.6b) be satisfied then 

y (uo), p (uo) ~ nst2- 2s, 5/4-• (Q) 

uo E Ht,t-• (.E) 

(2.20} 

(2.21)Y · 

Note that the limiting factor in the obtained regularity of y (u0
) and p (u0) is. 

not the regularity of u0 , but compatibility condition (cf. [10] vol. 2, p. 69) Due 
to this fact we can not use condition (2.21) to repeat again the process (2.13)-(2.1¥). 

3. Bounda~y control of parabolic system. Approximation 

To introduce finite dimensional approximations to Problem (P1) first we must 
define subspaces uh and zh. 

To this end in the domain Q we introduce a family of grids depending on the 
parameter h. 

On these grids we define spaces G~ (Q) and G,! (Q) of piece-wise constant and 
piece-wise linear finite elements respectively (cf . . [2]). ' 

Let 
R!,n: H 0 (.Q)--;.GJ. (Q) i=O, 1 

denote the operators of orthogonal projection on appropriate spaces. 

It is assumed that the grids are introduced in such a way that 

llv-RJ.,o viiH•(O)~ch11 -"llviiHP(O) Vv E H 11 (.Q) (3.1) 

where 
ocE[O,i], PEloc,i+1], i=O,l. 

Moreover for G~ (Q) the following inverse property [2] is sati~fied 

llviiH' (Oi ~ ch11 - 1 llviiHP (D) Vv E G~ (Q) (3.2) 

where O<e~P~ 1. 

·Let G~ (F) and G~ (F) denote the spaces of traces of G~ (Q) and G~ (.Q) respec
tively on r. 
can be shown [2] that conditions similar to (3 .1) hold: 

ilv - RJ.,rvllHo(r)~challvliii• (rJ vEHa(F), aE[0,1] (3.3) 

where R~.r (i=O, 1)\ denote orthogonal projections on G:. (F). 

To discretize the functions define on Q the interval of contro~ [0, T] is divided 
into T/r = N ( 1:) subintervals of the length r. 
It is assumed that there exist such constants 0<c1 ~c2 that 

(3.4) 

Hence h can be considered as the only parameter of discretization. 
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On the cylinder Q = fJ x (0, T) we define a family of functions piece-wise constant 
'()n intervals [jr, (j+ 1) r): 

Y~· 0 (Q)={yhly11 (t)=y1,(jr) for te[jr,(j+1)r), yh(jr)eG:,(Q)} (3.5) 

By 

R~·.~: H 0
·_

0 (Q)--l>Y~· 0 - (Q) (i=O, 1) 

R!:~: H 0
•

0 (.E)--»Y~· 0 (.E) (i=O, 1) 

we denote operators of orthogonal projections on appropriate spaces. · 

Condition (3.3) and definition of R;,:~ imply: 

(3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

llv-R~.~viiHo,ocE)~c[h11 +r1]1lviiHP,• VveH11' 1 (L'), p,ye[O;l]. (3.7) 

We put 

Uh= yho,o (.E), 

Zh=G~ (Q). 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

The state equation (~.4) is approJ!.imated by a discrete-time Galerkin scheme. 

Namely we define a unique function Yh_e Yh1
•

0'(Q) which s~tisfies the equation 

where 

(Vyh (kr), IPh) +a (Yh, ~ (kr), fJJh) = (g (kr), ~Ph> 

VcpheG~(Q), k=O,l, ... ,N(r)-1 

Yh (O)=R~.a y" 

1 (k+ l)t 

g (kr) =-; J g (t) dt 
kt 

Yh,e (/q) 6 Oy,. ((k+ 1) r)+(l-0) Yh (k-r) 

and a(.,.) is given by (2.5). 

It is assumed that 

1 
0 =2 ('Crank-Nicholson scheme) 

or 

e=i" 1 (implicite schyme) 

(3.10) 

(3.10a) 

(3.11) 

(3.12a) 

(3.12b) 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

In the sequel we shall use the following results due to Hackbusch (cf. [6] Lemmas 
4.1 and 4.2) concerning convergence of solutions of (3.10) to the solution of (2.1)
(2.3) 
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LEMMA 3.1 
Let y be the solution of (2.1)-(2.3) and Yh the solution of (3.10) where (3.4) and 

(3.13) are satisfied then the following estimates hold 

IIY-YhiiH>r, o (Q)~ Ch2 (s..;r)IIYIIH>•, •(Q) (3.14) 

for r E [ 0, ~ ]. s E ( ~ , 1] 
IIY (T)-yh (T)IIHo (12)~ Ch25 - 1IIYIIH2•,• (Q) (3.15) 

for - s E ( ~ , 1]. 
To approxtmate the control problem considered in Section 2 we put iu (3.10) 

g (kr) = Cuh (kr) (3.16) 

The set of admissible control is defined by (2. 7) where U is substituted by Uh. 
The cost functional to be minimize is 

1 
Jh (uh) =1 (zJ, (uh), uh) =2 [JIYI. (T; uh)-wiiHo (12) +A. lluhiiHo. o (Q)]. (3.17) 

Problem (P1) is approximated by the family of the following Problems (P~) 
(~) . 

find u~ E Vh such that 

Problems (P!) have unique solutions. 
We shall use Theorem 1.1 to estimate 

llu0
- u~lllJo, 0 (Q) . 

It is easy to see that in this case like in (2.1 0), (2.11) 

qz (z)=C* Phlx 

where Ph E Y1 • 0 (Q) satisfies the following equation adjoint to (3.10) 

(VPh (kr), q;h)-a(ph,(I-8> (kt), <Fh)=O 

Vq;h E G~ (.Q), k=N (r) -1, ... , 1, Q 

Ph (N (r) r)=Ph (T)=z. 

(3.18)'Y 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.20a) 

Note that changing direction of time we can apply Lemma 3.1 to adjoint equa
tions (2.11) and (3.20). 

Now we are in position to use Theorent 1.1 to estimate 

Jlu0
- u~IIHo, o (1.') . 

Taking advantage of (1.16), (2.21). (3.4), (3.7) and (3.8) we obtain 

- . !luo-vhliH•,•cx>~c [li+r<l-•>JIIuoiiH•.•-•cx>~ch (3.21) 

s 
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By (2.6b), (2.9), (2.10), (2.20) and by Lemma 2.1 we get 

q* (y (T; uo)-w) E fi2 .-2e, 1-e (E). 

Hence by (3.4) and (3.7) 

!lq* (y (T; U0)-w)-R~ q* (y (T; U0)-w)i1Ho,o(E)~ch. 

Note that by (3.9), (3.19) and (3.20) 

q: (R~ z)=q= (z). 

Hence by (2.10) and (3.19) we have 

ll(q-q:) (y (T; U0)-w)liHo,o(E)~c lip (U0 )lE-Ph (tt0 )lxliHo,o(E) 

Well known theorem of trace (cf. [10] vol. 1, p. 47) implies 

IIPixiiHo,o(.E)~c IIPIIH1J2+2•,0(Q) e>O. 

(3.22) 

(3.23} 

Hence substituting in (3 .14) r= 1/4+e, s= 1 and taking into account (2.20) as well 
as (3.23) we obtain 

ll(q*-q: R~) (y (T; U0)-w)IIHo,o(.E)~c liP (u0)-Ph (tt0)IIH'f2+",o(Q)~ch3 12 - 2". (3.24) 

By stability of Galerkin approximation (3.10) we have 

lly (T; u0
)-Yh (T; vh)IIHo (f.!)~ IIY (T; U0

)-Yh (T; U0 )l1Ho (D)+ 

-f-IIYh (T; U0
) -yh (T; vh)IIHo (D)~ IIY (T; u0)-yh (T; U0 )l1Ho (f.!) +c llu0 -vhiiHo,o(E) 

Putting in (3.15) s= 1 and taking· into account (3.21) we .get 

IIY (T; U0
)-Yh (T; vh)IIHo (D)~ ch 

Substituting (:1.21), (3.22), (3.24) and (3.25) iPto (1.28) we finally obtain 

THEOREM 3.2 
If conditions (3.1) through (3.4) and (3.13) are satisfied then 

llu0 -uJIIHo,ocE>~ch 
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Appendix 

Proof of (1.21) 
It is assumed that at the point v~=v11 +s (uZ-vh) the function kh (s) is differentiable. 
Consider the following subsets of 8 

8+ ={~ E 811-DJh (v~) (~+v:. (~)I> 1}' 

8- =g E 811-DJh (v~) @+v:. (~)I< 1}' 

8°=g E 811-DJh (v:.> (~)+v:. @\= 1}. 
I 

It follows from definitions (1.15b) and (1.18) that 

dkh (s) · -
ds (~)=(U~ -vh) (~) for -~ E 3+. 

For ~ E s- we have 

sg ( -DJh (vD +v:.) (~)= -DJh (v7.) (~) +v~ (~), 

hence from (1.151;>) and (1.18) we get 

dkh (s) . 
ds (~)=D2 Jdv~)(u~-vh) (~). 

Note that for ~ E 3° we have 

(A .I) 

(A.2) 
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unless 

(u~ -vh) (e) =D2 Jh (v~) (u~ -vh) (0 (A.3) 

Since kh (s) is differentiable condition (A.3) must be satisfied for almost all e E E 0 

which fields · 

dkh·(s) 
~(r;)=(u~-cv11)(~) for a.a. 

(A.l); (A.2) and (A.4) im~Iy (1.21). 

Zbiemosc aproksymacji dla kwadratowych zadan 
sterowariia · optymalnego z ograniczeniami amplitudy 
funkcji sterujQcej 

c; E 8°. (A.4) 

q.e.d. 

Podaje si~ og6lnl!, metod~ oszacowania pr~dkosci zbieznosci aproksymacji dla kwadratowych 
zadan sterowania optymalnego z ograniczeniami amplitudy funkcji steruj!j,cej. 

W metodzie tej wykorzystuje si~ bezposrednio postac sterowania optymalnego. 
Otrzymane wyniki og61ne SI! uiyte do oszacowania pr~dkosci zbieznosci aproksymacji typu 

Galerkina dla zadania sterowania brzegowego dla Ukladu opisywanego liniowym r6wnaniem 
parabolicznym z funkcjonalem jakosci zaleznym od stanu koncowego. 

Cxo)l.HMOCTh am:rpoKCHMawm )l.JHI 3a)l.a'i OfiTHMaJibHoro 

ynpaBJICIDUI C KBa)l.paTHbiM «flyHKqUOH2JIOM Ka'ICCTBa H 

orpaHH'IeHIIHMII DO 2MDJIHTY)l.e ynpaBJIHIO~eii «flyHK~IIII 

,r:t;aeTCH o6rn;Hi1 MCTO,!( O~CHKH CKOpOCTl{ CXO,!(HMOCTH annpOKCD'Mall,IIIi ,!(JUI 3ap;a'! OUTHMaJTh
HOfO ynpaBJICHHH C KBap;paTHb!M <i>YHKUI10HaJIOM Ka'iecTBa H ·orparot'!CHHliMI!: IIO aMIIJIII:Typ;e 
ynpaBJUI!Oll(CH <l>YI!b.'1J,IDL 

B 3TOM MeTo,n:e l!enocpe,n:CTBei!I!O -HCllOJib35'CTCH BH,!( OIITiiMaJThHOfO ynpaBJICRJill. 
llo!IJ"l'eHHhie o6IIJ;B:e pe3yJThTaThl li'CllOJib3YlOTCH B ou;eHKe CKOpOCTii CXO,!(HMOCTJi annpo

KCHMaJJ,Jrn ,!(llil 3ap;a'f.l1 Kpaenoro ynpanrreHHl! B cncTeMe onncbmaeMoil: JIIfHeillibiM napa6orrn'!ecKIIM 
ypanaeroteM, C <l>YHKu;JiOHaJIOM Ka'!CCTBa 3aBJiCJIIu;IiM OT KOHe'!HOfO COCTOJII!HJI. 
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